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ABOUT THIS PLAYBOOK

This playbook is a step by step user guide which will help you with designing, creating,

executing and scaling your Dojos. The flow of the playbook assumes you are progressing

from start to finish. You can also use this playbook for individual topics or areas of

opportunity where you are looking to start or improve. This playbook provides Liatrio’s

expert opinion on specific topics, and guides you through various stages of creating,

executing and scaling your Dojos.

The approaches outlined in this playbook is a general guide and Liatrio recommends a

tailor-made approach that fits your organizational needs and structure to be more

successful. Our point of views and expert opinions are derived from our experiences in

transforming our clients and accelerating their software delivery.

This playbook is intended for:

Leaders and Executives who are responsible to create, own and deliver Dojo at

scale for your organization.

Coaches & Experts who are looking for a practical solution to design and execute a

Dojo experience for product teams and leadership.

Dojo Operations Experts who are looking for a practical guide to setup a successful

Dojo space, communication and support model for Dojo execution at scale.

Champions who are looking for more practical solutions to assess and determine if

Dojo are the right vehicle for transformation and accelerating software delivery.
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How to Use This Playbook

If this is your first time utilizing dojos, this table will guide you to the  playbook

sections that address your organization’s priorities:

Playbook Section Strategy/Plan Lighthouse Scale

Dojo Brochure ✓

Dojo Introduction ✓

Dojo Offerings ✓ ✓

Dojo Space ✓ ✓

Staffing & Growth ✓
Dojo Intake &

Journey ✓ ✓

Dojo Experience ✓ ✓

Remote Dojo ✓ ✓

Hybrid Dojo ✓ ✓
Metrics &

Measurement ✓ ✓
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DOJO INTRODUCTION

Dōjō (道場) is a Japanese word for a space focused on immersive learning, in it’s

translation, it means “Place of the way”. At its core, the Dojo is a cultural movement

focused on helping organizations improve and accelerate their software delivery.

Teams and leaders leave the Dojo experience motivated and excited after applying modern

software delivery techniques to their own product.

Liatrio has found the dojo to be the ONLY meaningful vehicle capable of team

modernization where the learnings and desire to continuously improve sticks.

The Dojo provides an immersive, hands on experience that improves a team’s way of

thinking and working so that organizations can deliver products faster to customers. This

dedicated experience and immersive learning helps organization to improve on:

CULTURE

Enables a change in

mindset and behaviors for

both the delivery teams and

their leadership.

PRACTICES

Learn new technical and

non-technical practices,,

apply and reinforce

knowledge to shift teams

toward modern ways of

working.

EXPERIMENTATION

Immersive, distraction free

environment that allows

teams to apply experiments

and learnings by failing

early and fast.

The best learning and growth happens only when people apply newly

gained skills to their product backlog and are able to break past

existing organizational constraints.
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Benefits of Dojo

The Dojos help enterprises to

● Evolve as modern, technologically advanced learning organizations and enable

teams to develop a new way of working

● Create a culture of continuous learning and improvement as teams become high

performing and productive in delivering value to customers

● Create an inspiring work environment to expand existing expertise and attract new

talent

● Enable engineering excellence and teams and engineers are immersed in a new way

of working and rapidly upskill themselves

● Improved time to market for product and service as product teams are able to

increase their  Lead Time improve deployment frequency

● Realize significant cost improvement by reducing waste, removing organization

silos and improve quality & efficiency through automation

● Enable enterprise transformation and improve organizational learning

effectiveness

Common Misconceptions of Dojo

● Dojo is a training center focused on training and providing materials and contents

● A short term investment to increase productivity & quality

● Only “product” teams are invited to the Dojo and not platform, infrastructure,

security and others

● It is only for developers and engineers and not for the entire team

● Dojo is mandatory for all teams to obtain access to modern tools and platforms

● Dojos would need unicorn/super star coaches to execute and scale

Dojo Benefits
Investing in a dojo is investing in your employees, teams and their growth!  The cost of the

dojo is about the time of the coaches and the team.  The effectiveness of the Dojo could be

measured at the team member individual level, team output level, or team as it integrates

into a larger program/portfolio/project.
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Return on investment is always an important business decision. ROI can have both money

and behaviour/outcome focuses. While each organization may have different costs and

variations to expense strategies, we can initially focus on similar metric and outcome

returns and then materialize the enterprise cost returns.
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See  Dojo Return on Investment
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DOJO OFFERINGS

Our typical Dojo offerings include the following:

Product team Dojo

Immersive, 6-week experiences where

teams participate in a broad scope of

learning and applying to their

products/services.

Leadership Dojo

Short-term experiences that help leaders

learn about Dojos which enable them to

support the teams.

FlashBuilds

Short-term, immersive experiences

focused on specific outcomes.

Workshops/Labs

Learning opportunities attended by

individual team members.
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Product Team Dojos

Our tailor made and immersive dojo experience for product teams

results in a foundational and holistic transformation of a team’s

technical capabilities, practices, and ways of working. Product team

Dojos are typically 6-weeks long. A full-stack team enters the Dojo with

their own product/services backlog. The entire team should participate,

including the product owner, engineers, scrum masters, and designers

(if the product is customer facing). As part of these extended-duration

activities, the team runs in hyper sprints (typically two and a half days

each). All learning and applying on the team’s product/backlog is done

within the hyper sprint cycle and all work is tracked by tickets.

Expert coaches will be embedded with the team and guide them

through a transformational journey uplifting their product through

modern execution techniques, methods, and engineering practices.

Types of Product Teams

Any and all types of teams should be encouraged to come through the

Dojo, ideally you want to bring shared services/platform &

infrastructure teams first before any application teams and it is very

important for them to go through a Dojo experience as it would help the

shared services teams to get aligned and prepared to provide support

for application teams during and post Dojo.

● Application Teams

● Shared Services (Tools, Platform, etc..)

● Infrastructure and Operations

● Security and Compliance

● Site Reliability Teams

At the end of the dojo, the team celebrates what they’ve accomplished

during the dojo experience and showcases their success to broader

leadership and stakeholders.
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Leadership Dojo

Our leadership Dojos are designed to provide executives and leaders a

holistic experience to show what a successful transformation looks like

including how to uplift and support your teams. These immersive

experiences typically last no more than a 2-3 days, blending lightweight,

hands-on experiences with practical learning of core concepts and

practices that the leaders’ teams are adopting. Instead of building

products, these  sessions are designed to help leaders understand what

happens in a Dojo and demonstrate why they should encourage their

teams to participate in a Dojo and how they can support their team’s

success.

A typical Leadership Dojo experience is designed to provide the

following:

● Understand key failure points of low-performing software

delivery teams

● Identify and create a baseline organization capabilities for

modern rapid delivery

● Hands on experience on how accelerated software delivery will

look like using modern execution techniques, methods, and

engineering practices

● Visualization and experience target-state engineering

organization with high performing teams

● Guidance and assistance for leaders to adapt to

servant-leadership that drives holistic and successful

organizational change

● Understand how to enable, support, and empower product

teams as they go through their Dojo experience

● Discover and line up initial list of lighthouse teams or

early adopters

● Discuss how to scale Dojos across your Line of Business and

eventually the whole enterprise

Liatrio recommends executing a few rounds of leadership Dojos first to

help leaders align and understand their teams needs and enable them as

change agents within their organization, before executing product team

dojos.
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FlashBuilds

FlashBuilds are designed for teams to learn and solve a very specific

problem (technical or non-technical), and typically last anywhere from

two days to two weeks. Expert coaches work alongside dedicated teams

to co-create the solution, transferring knowledge throughout the

process. Ideally teams going through flashbuilds should have gone

through a full Dojo experience in the past so that they are used to the

new working environment. Given the short duration of flashbuilds, the

Dojo is focused less on holistic and cultural change rather focused on

learning and adopting on specific new technologies.

Some example of flash build experiences are:

● Establishing a CI/CD pipeline

● Applying a development or testing framework

● Improving code quality

● Increase code coverage

● Expand automated functional testing

● Configuring cloud or container-based service

● Behaviour Driven Development

● Feature mapping and breakdown

● Roles and responsibilities reset
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Workshops/Labs

Educational workshops/labs are designed to offer education and

exposure to select engineers on specific practices and tools which

typically last a few hours to 2 days. Workshops/labs are generally

instructor-lead or a series of self guided learning activities that are not

usually  performed with their product/backlog.

These workshops/labs are sometimes designed as prerequisites for

more foundational learning of tools and methodologies.

Examples includes

● Scrum/Kanban

● Test Driven Development

● Docker

● Kubernetes

● Ansible

● Introduction to cloud & cloud native
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DOJO SPACE SETUP

Dojos are immersive, dedicated, open-space environments where development teams can

learn and apply modern engineering practices, product based thinking and reinforce key

principles of trust, collaboration, and transparency. Dojos enable teams to build a solid

foundation in engineering practices and technologies, cultivating the cultural change

needed to build new skills and capabilities. The goal is to help enterprises become modern,

technologically advanced, continuously improving and learning organizations and enable

teams to develop a new way of working.

A Dojo environment should be dynamic, open, fun and collaborative with some key

elements to give the best experience for the teams at enterprise organizations. Designing a

Dojo environment with intention enables organizations to reinforce the working norms,

workflows, and methodologies that strengthen team collaboration, foster open

communications, and reinforce healthy development practices that individuals and teams

can continue to improve once they return to their working space.
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Purpose of a Dojo Space

Designing the right dojo space matters a lot as Dojos have the power to drive the culture

change needed in your organization. The space you create should specifically foster

openness, collaboration, and sharing.  You break down the walls and create a fun and

engaging environment that inspires creativity.  Create teaming spaces that encourage

different groups to come together, demo, and share their learning with each other.  In more

than one company, I’ve had Dojo participants come up to me and tell me that they feel like

they are working at a different company.

So, a Dojo should be built in an open environment that allows as much interaction between

various folks as possible. This kind of environment also helps teams focus and solve

problems using shared knowledge, build good pairing practices, and facilitate both

movement within the space and face-to-face, collaborative interaction. In this open-flow

space, each team works on their own projects, coaches help teams focus on their backlogs

and provide constant support, and individuals and teams interact in both structured and

unstructured ways in order to make continuous progress on their work.

When the Dojo model is up and running, teams will constantly filter through the Dojo

space. Individual teams may work in a Dojo for only a couple days or for up to 2-6 weeks.
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What an Open, Collaborative Dojo Space Looks Like

The Dojo layout should be an open environment without walls, enabling teams to remain in

constant communication. We have found that a successful Dojo space contains the

following:

Coaches’ Corner: A coaches’ corner is a set location where all Dojo coaches work.

Because the coaches are physically nearby, teams and individuals can reach out to coaches

when they have questions.

Demo Lounge: The demo lounge should seat anywhere from 20-100 people depending

on the space. In this lounge area, teams will showcase the work that they have

accomplished within the Dojo.

Executive Bullpen: Executives onsite have a dedicated space where they can work

while also observing efforts that take place in the Dojo.

Platform Support Space: Platform support teams are permanent residents of the

Dojo. They have their own dedicated space located on the outskirts of the Dojo

environment. If a Dojo team needs help, they can get the support they need in real time.

Huddle Spaces: The Dojo encourages constant collaboration and meetings. Each Dojo

needs one to three huddle spaces located on the outskirts where teams can gather and

meet for sprint cleaning or backlog grooming.

Information Radiators: One to two information radiators (walls with screens)

display Dojo team metrics, team challenges, and solutions that various Dojo teams are

working on.
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Dojo Space Setup and Layout

We recommend separating each dedicated Dojo space by 20-30 feet to minimize noise and

interruptions while teams work. If possible, the Dojo space setup should have no

permanent fixtures, enabling spaces to evolve as needed.

Each Dojo space should have the following:

✓2-4 whiteboards ✓2-3 tables ✓2 tvs

As teams work on their backlogs, they can use whiteboards to learn content and solve

problems. Whiteboards can also be used to help separate the Dojo space for

different teams.

Tables can be easily moved to allow teams to work in the manner that best suits them. TVs

located at both ends of each table allow teams to display content when they are building

solutions. Situating the information radiator in the middle of the room divides the Dojo

spaces and enables easily accessible display of up-to-date information.

Take a look below at our snapshot of the ideal Dojo space layout and design:
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We at Liatrio have found that the Dojo layout described above fosters transparency,

collaboration, and effective teamwork.
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Examples of Dojo Spaces created by Liatrio:
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Conclusion

A good Dojo space fosters a culture of learning and enables teams to collaborate, learn and

accomplish capabilities together. A physical space gives teams a sense of disconnect from

the existing way of working and inspires them to come to the Dojo to learn new ways of

working while working on their real world product/services. Enterprises will benefit long

term with this culture of continuous learning and improvement as teams become high

performing and productive in delivering value to customers.

We recommend not to go big bang with your Dojo space for the first few teams coming

through the Dojo. Starting off with a small space or even a large conference room should

suffice, learn from the first few iterations and apply them when building out your own dojo

space. Within the small space, try to put up team’s artifacts on the walls/windows (ex: are

architecture diagrams, team norms, skill matrices, etc.) Most of the Dojos we set up for the

clients have started off in a conference room.You want to build a brand for your Dojos and

slowly make the dojo space more open, creative and fun, in order to attract and inspire

teams to come and learn together.

The dojo will evolve over time, the key is to get started, learn and adapt along the way.
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References

IT revolution’s recent book on Getting Started with Dojos and Joel Tosi & Dion Stewart’s

recent book Creating your Dojo talk extensively about Dojo space and the value for it.

Some of our favourite quotes:

“Teams must have the physical and mental space to learn.

Organizations will benefit over the long run as teams

become more productive and can deliver on increasingly

complex tasks”

“Space can be a very powerful enabler for culture change

and learning. Try to put your Dojo in a high-traffic area so

that you can broaden the exposure of what teams are

experiencing.”

”A dojo space is supposed to feel different than a standard

working environment. Having a separate physical space

demarcates the dojo as something different from the

normal day-to-day work.”

“First and foremost, a dojo space is designed to stimulate

and support learning and is well served by the same visual

display tools that you find in a studio.”

Dojo Consortium is a community of Dojo practitioners from 30+ organizations and are

connected together via slack, annual gathering, bi-weekly video conference, regional

meetups, etc. to share and learn to each other’s challenges and accomplishments. Special

thanks to the consortium members for sharing pictures of their Dojo for our blog.
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STAFFING & GROWTH IN THE DOJO

Dojo Coaches & Dojo Operations specialists  will make or break your Dojo experience, so

hiring and staffing a Dojo with skilled individuals is critical for the success of the Dojo.

Dojo Coaches
On a high level a coach should

● Have the confidence and expertise on product, lean and engineering practices.

● Be able to inspire engineers within your company to listen to them.

● Understand the big picture & assist in showing teams the way.

● Possess a blend of good engineering and coaching skills.

Dojo coaching squads should be formed and aligned based on findings from the Dojo

Discovery phase that is done for a value stream or business unit level.1

We recommend pairing Dojo coaches for each Dojo experience1 and be assigned to a team

based on the team’s outcomes and goals identified during Charter1 as part of Dojo intake

phase1.

Coaches should have opportunities to continuously learn and improve based on their Dojo

experiences, creating and building Dojo as a product and rotate from regular coaching

assignments to embed as hands-on engineers with platform teams so they can learn and

grow by doing.

1 discussed in detail in upcoming sections of this playbook
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Focus Area For Dojo Coaches

A coach cannot have breadth AND depth in all areas but rather he/she should be an expert

in 2-3 focus areas with a depth of knowledge & experience. These focus areas include

Agile/Lean, product design, product development, architecture, engineering &

development practices, quality engineering, cloud native engineering, etc.

Engineering

● End-to-end software delivery lifecycle skills & perspectives to troubleshoot team’s

challenges by working hand-in-hand

● Technical framework knowledge & ability to speak to POs, BSAs, SMs, Devs,

Quality Engineers/Analysts, etc

● Expertise in cloud & cloud native, pipeline, quality engineering, app security,

infrastructure automation practices and tools

Product and Lean

● Expertise in Product breakdown, feature mapping, design thinking to drive

customer first way to thinking for the teams

● Process expert and drive immersive learning to uplift new teams and reinforce/

re-learn core iterative concepts

● Pragmatic approach to the application of Lean, Agile & DevOps practices to guide

teams to the solution
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Knowledge and Skill Competency

Expanding from the focus area for Dojo coaches, in order to successfully enable Product

(Software Delivery) teams, Dojo coaches need to be prepared across four

general categories:

1. Behavioral / leadership skills
Coaching toward solutions, critical thinking, and thought leadership

2. Technical knowledge / skills
Technical aptitude, DevOps ways of working, multiple methodologies, Product

centricity, and SDLC principles

3. Soft skills
Empathetic approach, strong communication and facilitation techniques

4. Program knowledge
DevOps ecosystem, situational awareness,  and organizational insight

Each category represents a potential capability that either a coach has currently or will

need to uplift or upskill.

See the Dojo Hiring Playbook

The Dojo Ops Role
Dojo Operations (Dojo Ops) is an important and often overlooked role within the Dojo

practice. As the Dojo begins to scale, it is unrealistic to expect that the coaches manage the

complexity of the ongoing operations. It's important to make sure that both the Dojo

coaches and teams participating in the Dojo have a consistent and excellent experience.

This role supports the coaches with capacity and coordination as well as the teams with

their Dojo journey, managing such things as backlogs, communications, engagement

logistics as well as contributing to the portal and reviewing pull requests. The Dojo Ops

specialist will be the primary point of contact throughout the Dojo experience, from intake

through after-care.

It is our stance that when a practice grows beyond 2 coaches and hosts 2 or more

engagements in parallel, the Dojo Ops role becomes a requirement for success.

Below is a list of Dojo Ops responsibilities

● Continuously improve the Dojo experience for both teams & coaches
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● Organize & simplify information so that it can be easily consumed by teams &

coaches

● Ensure that coaches have what they need to be successful (next steps needed,

status of each team, documents, access, invites, etc...)

● Maintain backlog with updating work items with tags, states, discussion comments,

etc...

● Communicate frequently with transparency

● Schedule engagements/meetings based on capacity of coaches & priority

● Guide teams through each phase of the Dojo Journey & ensure they have a

consistent/excellent Dojo experience

● Contribute to the Dojo Portal (content, labs, PRs, reviews, etc...)

See the Dojo Ops Playbook
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Guidelines for Growth & Expansion

Here are are some guidelines and standards to evaluate, and establish continuous learning

for coaches and drive success:

● The biggest learning and uplift for coaches is to ensure they rotate as engineers to

actual platform and product teams on a regular cadence.

● Ongoing learning is very important and to enable that Coaches should treat Dojo as

a Product and own them to build, learn and add more capabilities. When coaches

are not active in Dojo, they should be building/improving their

Dojo product.

● Coaches should be pairing with other coaches in the Dojo to learn from and grow

each other's capabilities.

● Feedback and NPS survey from the participant would help assess the Dojo

experiences and help the coaches to learn and adjust for future teams as needed.

● Periodic coaches alignment and retrospective discussion per Dojo and overall for

the Dojo program will help the coaches to learn and improve from others.

● Recommend to pair the coaches to execute Dojo to provide the best coverage and

experience, ideally you would want to pair a technical and a non-technical

(Agile/Product) coach.

● Set standards for the Dojo coaches, these standards will help normalize the

workload among the coaches and help form a cross-functional Dojo coaches group.

Some examples to consider:

○ Execute X no of Product Dojos in a year

○ Execute X no of Flash Dojos in a year

○ Every coach should run dojo consults and charterings

○ Execute a leadership dojo to solve specific leadership challenges

and outcomes

○ Expand the Dojo product with at least 1 new capability/offering

(technical/non-technical)

○ Represent Dojo outside of the organization (like participating and

contributing to local meetup and conferences)
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Conclusion

Hiring the right coaches and Dojo Ops specialists is challenging as not all good/great

engineers can be good coaches and vice versa. There are certain factors that make both

coaches and Dojo Ops specialists special and fitting. Identifying them is very personal for

every organization as the shared values are unique and different from each other

See the Dojo Hiring Playbook
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DOJO INTAKE & JOURNEY

Discovery

Part of the intake process for the Dojo team is identifying the needs of teams throughout

the organization, we call this Discovery work and is often needed ahead of any Dojo

engagements. This Discovery work is designed to help discover the scope, organizational

challenges, identify gaps and opportunities to restructure product teams and support

teams to have successful dojo experiences. A discovery session is generally tailored to a

specific line of business, value stream and domain within an organization.

Our discovery sessions typically achieve the following

● Provide the key players and stakeholders a solid understanding of Dojo and

capabilities offered

● Using techniques value stream mapping and lean process mapping to identify

opportunities, challenges and wastes

● Common understanding and alignment on organizational structure and

technical gaps

● For tightly coupled value streams, identify opportunities to decouple applications

and teams

● Create a high level matrix of product, applications, teams technical stack and

● Understand current composition of product teams, roles and responsibilities

● Identify shared service and/or functional areas to provide support to

product teams

● Identify lighthouse teams and champions for Dojo and build a roadmap for

the Dojo

Key Players & Stakeholders

● Architects & tech leads

● Product managers/owners

● Development & test leads

● Platform, infrastructure release engineering leads and experts

● Functional area leads and experts (security, risk & compliance)

● Process owners

● Dojo coaches and leadership
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Dojo Journey

A dojo intake process and  journey should be designed specifically for your organization

before you start bringing teams through the Dojo. All product teams going through a full

Dojo experience and some flashbuild experiences should follow a similar intake process.

Certain aspects of the Dojo intake (example: logistics, artifact creation, participants etc..)

should be customized to your organization.

Consult

Dojo consultation is the first step in the Dojo intake process. The purpose of the consult is

to interview Dojo participants and key stakeholders, which serves a dual purpose:

1. Coaches and Dojo operations experts give a brief introduction about the Dojo,

share any past experiences and explain the Dojo journey to the team members,

leadership and key stakeholders.

2. Gain a high level understanding of their product, obtain enough technical and team

information to determine if the team is a good candidate for the dojo experience

and is ready to proceed to next steps in the process.

Attendees for a consult or initial interview include: product owner, scrum master, senior

developers, and other roles on the team should be represented by at least one person.

Below is a comprehensive checklist we have developed based on a number of consultations

and initial interviews our experts have done so far. Use the checklist as a guideline to have

a conversation with the participants and stakeholders to help the team and the coaches to

get started with their Dojo journey.
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Typical items that should be touched on during a consultation:

Must ● What is the primary outcome the team is looking for in the dojo?

● Any secondary outcome the team is looking for in the dojo?

● Is the team full stack and can take the product from concept to release?

● Has the product been defined?  (looking for a clear understanding of what the

team is responsible for, and they understand the product boundaries).

● Is the entire team able to a co-locate or participate in the Dojo

● How long are they able to commit to the Dojo experience?

● Is the team composition complete?  Will there be any changes to the team over

the coming months (looking for a complete team that will be in the dojo, and no

changes to team like dis-banding are in the immediate forecast).

Should ● Are there any release, delivery, prod support, deadlines that fall within the time

the team is in range for dojo? (looking to understand if these disruptors to the

dojo experience will have an impact and if so alert devops operation team to

shift schedule to avoid.

● Is the team ready to improve their current way of working? (incremental

delivery, cross functional skills, learning culture)

Could ● Discuss with the team the app, tech stack in use (does the team have the skills to

support each item in the tech stack?)pipeline (if any), challenges the team is

working with.

● Is the team using team collaboration tools today? Ask them to begin those

requests and get access to them.

● Understand their current delivery methodology being used?

From the initial consultation, make sure to establish a single point of contact for the team

(usually the Dojo Ops specialist) as well as for the Dojo coaching team to enable constant

communication to the team and other interested parties throughout their Dojo journey.

Logistics

● 1-2 hours session

● Encourage every team member to be present in person

● Large conference room or Dojo space with video call facilities for

remote participants

● Supplies

○ Whiteboard wall (large) or at least 3 whiteboards
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○ Large Flipchart

○ Colored post-it notes

○ Sharpies

○ Name tags

● Snacks
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Charter

Chartering is the preliminary step in the Dojo life cycle which helps the team to articulate

their current challenges and identify their goals and outcomes of the Dojo. This session is

generally done before inviting the team to the Dojo and with the entire team including key

stakeholders, partners and sometimes the leadership should be involved. This session

should be held as close to the potential Dojo experience as possible and led by the

coach(es) who is going to take the team through their Dojo experience. This is the first step

and opportunity for the coaches to build relationships and trust with the entire team.

Objectives:

● Obtain a solid introduction to Dojo and align on expectations

● Align on the product vision (elevator pitch)

● Understand the application architecture & flow including internal and

external partners

● Technical assessment and gaps

● Map out team's path to production using Lean Process Map and

identify opportunities

● Identify current challenges with team including the product, process

and technology

● Identify success criteria and carve out outcome/goals for the Dojo

● Establish how the team will work together throughout the Dojo experience

Sections of Charter

Section Description Artifacts

Introduction to

Chartering &

Dojo

● Layout the schedule for the day, logistics, hand

gestures, etc.

● Provide a good overview of the Dojo (What

and Why) align with the team on success

factors for the Dojo. Get the team excited and

get them know more about the Dojo.

None
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Product

Elevator Pitch

● What your elevator pitch for your team'

product (one or two sentences)

● Come up with your elevator pitch for

your product as a team

Elevator

pitch /

product

vision

Process Flow ● What does a customer journey or experience

look like?

● What is the Business Impact?

● Who are the end customers?

● Functionality you’re trying to deliver?

● Expected timeline from the end customer? Has

this been established?

Wiki page

with answers

to all the

questions

Architecture

/Service

Interactions

● Get an in-depth understanding of their current

application architecture, components,

dependencies and service interactions. If a

detailed architecture diagram exists then have

the lead/architect give a walk through.

● Get a horizontal diagram and facilitate

discussion of the Applications and Mnemonics

that the teams interact with consistently, and

end up having dependencies on.

Updated and

clear

architecture

diagram

If

whiteboard,

Pictures

uploaded to

confluence

Technical/Team

Assessment

● Review the technical stack of the application

and identify any team gaps in delivering

technical stack.

● Team structure, roles and composition, identify

any challenges.

● Understand teams current experience with

delivery and ownership

● Current ways of working.

Wiki page list

of technical

stack with

any gaps

Path to

Production

● What does the current path to production look

like?

● Identify the wait times between and lead time.

Lean Process

Map (castle

wall diagram)
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(Lean Process

Map)

● Breakdown the lead time and wait time by

Small, Medium and Large tickets or

work items.

Waste

Consolidate

Challenges

What is a Challenge: Any disruptors to team both

internal and external to their product

delivery lifecycle.

● Call out and capture throughout

the chartering.

● Add and additional challenges and consolidate.

Challenges

listed and

ranked

Formalize

Outcomes

● Identify which challenges can be turned

into outcomes.

● Add any additional outcomes the team wants

to accomplish in the dojo.

● Team will dot vote and provide a prioritized list

of their outcome/goals from the Dojo.

Goals/Outco

me wiki page

Working

Agreement

● Establish working norms for the team.

Example working agreement:

● Core hours are M–F, 9:30 – 4:30pm

● Weekly team lunch

● Monthly team event (fun)

● Demo & retro will be on

Wednesdays and Fridays

● Team will swarm with master build

is broken

● We will always work in pairs

● Every PR should be reviewed by at

least 2 engineers

● Clean up branches end of every

sprint

● Expectations and commitments on

social aspects like meetings,

Charter

artifact

Whiteboard

(physical or

virtual)
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communication, how they interact

with one another

Additional Description Artifact

Community
Map (optional)

A product community map will layout key players

who collaborate on key decisions.  We need

perspective and understanding from others that

vary to give guidance on the product. Key

stakeholders can often be affected by an

organization's actions, objectives and/or policies.

Some of the key dojo stakeholders are

● Sponsors: Essential stakeholders that

determine the potential of a project

or product.

● Customers: Anyone interacting with or

influencing the product all the way up to the

end user

● Builders: Developers and engineers and

determine if the product is feasible and come

up with an implementation plan, cost

and impact.

Visual vent

diagram

showing 3 key

roles and

players within

Application
Flow

Collaboration &
Consolidation

(optional)

● Separate out by Role and spend 15 minutes

talking about.

"How is work taken in/handed off?" "What

challenges do you face in your role?" and

"What human/process dependencies do

you have?"

● Use the hour time to bring everyone back, and

have one person from each role walk through

each page, discussing what's there and

facilitate questions, handing off to the next role

after each.

Input > Action

> Output

artifact for

each role

Dependencies

and flow of

action

between them
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● Roles challenges and flow hanging up in

the dojo.

Logistics

● 4-5 hours session

● Encourage every team member to be present in person

● Large conference room or Dojo space with video call facilities for

remote participants

● Supplies

○ Whiteboard wall (large) or at least 3 whiteboards

○ Large Flipchart

○ Colored post-it notes

○ Sharpies

○ Name tags

● Snacks
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Examples of Chartering Artifacts

Dojo Outcomes

Product Elevator Pitch
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Challenges Technical Assessment

Architecture
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Business Flow

Community Map
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Working Agreement
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DOJO EXPERIENCE

A Dojo experience could follow a common template on an operational level but you will

realize the most success when Dojo experiences are custom made for a team based on

their needs and outcomes discovered in dojo intake. In order to create a best dojo

experience, we recommend to focus on the following key areas:

● Team Preparation

● Coaches Preparation

● Day 1 Experience

● Hyper-sprints (two and a half day sprints)

● Immersive Environment

● Embedded Coaching

● Outcome drive

● Demo and Celebration
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Team Preparation

Between the Dojo charter and day 1 of the Dojo, all team members would need to prepare

for their Dojo experiences. Some areas to prepare are the following:

● Team need to address any action items related to their product (vision, roadmap,

research), personnel (assignment, commitment, travel) and others identified from

the Dojo charter

● Address all critical gaps based on the technical assessment from chartering by

bringing the required personnel to the team and/or completing any foundational

training/workshop.

● More matured Dojo practices can have some elearning or self learning modules as

prerequisites depending on the outcomes they want to achieve in the Dojo

● Tools access and local machine setup to perform tasks in the Dojo.

● Close out any current work and active interaction in  their backlog to start new

hyper sprints in the Dojo

● Refine and get their backlog ready for the Dojo with coaches’ help.

● Visit the Dojo a few times to get familiar with the space and setup and have casual

interactive with coaches and active Dojo teams.

○ Optionally the team explores and gets familiar with past teams’ experiences

by seeing recorded demos, short videos, pictures of past dojos including any

artifacts created by the teams in the Dojo.
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Coaches Preparation

● Alignment with the platform to ensure all the capabilities that the Dojo team would

need can be supported and clarify any security and risk concerns.

● Line up support and external expertise needed for the team based on their charter

● Prepare and set (or reset) the Dojo space for the team to come in including

arrangement of tables, chairs, monitors, whiteboards and supplies needed like

post-its, flipcharts, markers, pens, etc.

● Socialize Dojo outcomes and any pretiable challenges to the leadership team and

line up support for the team coming into the Dojo

● Consider any special needs for the participants to make the Dojo experience and

environment inclusive and accommodating for all members of the team

● Create an high level checklist for the coaching squad to be sync

● Setup daily coaches for the coaching squad, operations and key platform support

engineers to sync for alignment, retrospect and make any course adjustment

● Consolidate all physical and online artifacts created from the charter and bring it to

the Dojo. For example:

○ Outcomes/Challenges

○ Product elevator pitch

○ Tech assessment

○ Architecture diagrams

○ Business process flow
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What does Day 1 look like?

Day 1 of the dojo sets the tone for the entire Dojo, the participants and the team members

are sometimes skeptical and need reinforcement from the coaches on what to expect in

the Dojo and how the team and coaches will be working together.

The coaches need to set some expectations on the dojo environment, here are the

principles we follow in our Dojos.

● Dojo is a place of learning and improving as a team.

● Come with an open mind.

● Change is hard and happens one day at a time.

● All ideas are welcome.

● Trust the process.

● Practice! Practice! Practice!

As part of day there are some preliminary elements that would need to be establish before

the team and coaches start working on the outcomes

1. Skills Matrix

The skills matrix is a visual representation of

individual skills and competencies. This skills

matrix includes the participants in the dojo

what they know currently and what they want

to learn. Skills that you need to learn can also

be outside of the Dojo.  This needs to be done

day 1 and final day, without exception,

sometimes can be visited during the Dojo.

The skills matrix helps with the following:

● Identify skills the team needs to be

successful and how will they acquire

the new skills

● Assist in looking for learning and

pairing opportunities as well as

creating opportunities for teams to help each other

● Show progress on learning and improvement
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2. Feedback

Coaches need to establish a mechanism

to obtain feedback on a regular basis,

one of the techniques we use is to use

post-its and provide feedback at the end

of the day or throughout. This will help

teams to provide honest and

instantaneous feedback directly to the

coaches and coaches can adjust the dojo

experience and environment based on

the needs.

Note: This is in addition to retros as part

of hyper-sprint, the feedback provided

here is more from the aspect of the dojo

environment, experience, etc. whereas

retros are from the team’s perspective

around their current work and things

they have delivered.
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Hyper Sprints

After all preliminary setup, now the actual work begins. The team while working on the

outcomes, learning and applying new skills in the Dojo follow a hyper sprint cadence- two

and a half day sprints, a week is broken down into 2 sprints, Monday to Wednesday

Morning and Wednesday afternoon to Friday. Every sprint will have a

● Brief planning session

● Daily stand ups

● Demo

● Retros

● Additionally backlog refinement session for future sprints

Why are Hyper-Sprints effective?

1. Repetition helps with learning

This hyper sprint cadence helps with repetition and the repetition helps with learning

and mastery. Coaches often introduce and teach new techniques and practices in a

sprint and the team can practice across multiple sprints helping them to learn, apply

their work and attain mastery. These shorter iterations help with the learning to stick

and teams get better when they practice frequently especially when learning

new skills.

2. Fail Fast & Fast Feedback

With hyper sprint cadence, teams can experiment new things, obtain fast feedback.

This enables a mindset of experimentation and provides a positive environment to fail

fast. This helps during the phases of product research, technical spike

3. Small Batch Mindset

These shorter iterations force the team to break down work to the smallest possible

unit to complete them in two and a half a day sprints.  When teams practice a small

batch way of working, their delivery pipeline is exercised multiple times helping it to be

reliable and dependable for every code change they make. Team transforms their

thinking from “How big or how small” to “it is too big” when sizing their stories/tasks.
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4. Inspect and Adapt frequently

In a two and a half day iterations follow sprint cadence so there will be planning, daily

stand ups, demo and retro. The retrospective that happens at least twice a week helps

the teams and coaches to inspect on how the team is progressing to accomplish their

outcomes, address new challenges and adapt the course for the upcoming weeks. This

sometimes can help the team to adjust the outcomes if needed based on lessons

learned and experience thus far in the Dojo.

5. Experiment with safety nets

The shorter iteration prevents the participants (members of the team) to go further far

without feedback from the team or collaborating with others. On the other hand it

helps with the experimentation mindset of trying something new with the help and

guidance of coaches and other expert team members. The experimentation applies to

both product and technical side, where the team can experiment product features and

also new technical practices, frameworks or tools.

Example of a week in the Dojo with hyper-sprints

Week 1

Mon. Tue. Wed. Thu. Fri.

Sprint 1

Kickoff
Dojo

Sprint
Planning

Standup Standup
Refine

Demo
Retro

Sprint 2

Sprint
Planning

Standup Standup
Refine

Standup
Demo

Demo
Retro
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Immersive Environment

In an immersive Dojo environment, solitary work is discouraged, team collaboration

increases, and distractions are limited. Learning retention and the overall success of a Dojo

increase when the experience incorporates work on relevant, real-world products.

The best learning and growth happen only when people apply new skills to their product

backlog and are able to break past existing organizational constraints.

For starters, “immersive” is an experiential style of engaging the team at as many levels as

possible to facilitate DevOps learning. These levels include the following:

● Visual

● Verbal

● Physical (Kinesthetic)

● Logical

● Social

Any dojo or activity can be done in an immersive style dojo which implies both that the

coach(s) are embedded and engaged throughout the dojo (dojo length doesn't matter)

AND coach(s) plans out day/week/dojo experiences to deliver the outcomes the team

creates during chartering in engaging, team focused methods.

Refer to the Dojo setup section of this playbook for more guidance on setting up a

successful dojo space for immersive learning experience.
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Embedded Coaching

First and foremost Coaches become team members and are embedded with the team for

the duration of the Dojo. What does embedded (aka 'sitting with the team') mean for

the coaches?

● During daily coach sync (done prior to dojo starting each day) coaches plan out the

team's activities/using sprint planning and stand ups to ensure content or activities

are getting done to deliver on outcomes.

● Be 'at the table' which means listening to the team, getting them to share what is on

the screen, asking questions about what is displayed, why/how/what they

coded/tested what they did, observing, learning their strengths and weaknesses

from ideation to releases, support, all of the product activities.

● Help find resources if you cannot provide them to the team as the coach.

● Teach the team strategies for solving their problems with skills they can take away

from the dojo.

● Coaches are for all intents and purposes are members of the team. It’s their job to

teach the team strategies for solving their problems, help them build skills that they

can apply outside of the Dojo, and help them recognize their wins, both big and

small.

● Coaches join in sprints, retros (where multiple team members come together to

share development progress, learning, and improvement opportunities),

ceremonies, and demos and offer timely, helpful advice and encouragement to

motivate the team to transform their habits, and think in a way that accelerates and

improves their development of quality code.

● Optionally, coaches can do one on ones with team members like (SM/POs) to learn

more about the team challenges, moral, strengths and weaknesses, goals, and other

parts of the team dynamics that will aid in delivering outcomes.

● Keeping a daily log of observations, history, photos of the team and their activities,

artifacts of the team (which can be used with other coaches to build on similar

outcomes) all of which serve as a history record if the team returns for follow up

dojo's.
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Examples of Immersive Experience & Embedded Coaching
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Outcome Driven

The work accomplished by the team in a Dojo experience should be driven by the

outcomes that the team came up with and agreed upon during the charter. With the help of

the coaches, the learning goals are created as tickets in the team’s backlog and worked

alongside their product feature/story development stories/tickets.

Here are some guideline to ensure the team is focusing and delivering on their outcomes:

● Coaches, while preparing for the team’s dojo space, bring in the artifacts (especially

outcomes, challenges, product pitch) to the Dojo and place it around where the

team can see it.

● On the day of the dojo, revisit the outcomes to identify any changes or adjustments

needed.

● At the end of every two and a half day sprint, the entire team should visit the

outcomes and do a fist of five vote or confidence vote on it. This will help validate

progress and outcomes the team has accomplished.

● Use tags/labels in your work management tool (like JIRA, Version One, etc.) to

trace the work back to the outcomes

● Any work that is not directly or indirectly related to the team’s outcome should be

treated as unplanned work, unless or otherwise, the team as a whole is adjusting or

adding new outcomes during the Dojo.

● Based on active work, teams will often discover new findings which may warrant

new outcomes and this is absolutely fine as long as the whole team is onboard with

the changes/addition. The hyper/mini sprints model will help with any course

correction without too much disruption.
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Here is an example of a team tracking progress and confidence on their outcome:
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Demo & Celebration

The last and final part of the dojo experience is the demo and celebratory exit.

Demo

● Demos are an organic part of the Dojos, as part of the hyper sprints (two and a half

day sprints) there is demo and retro every Wednesday and Fridays. This is an

opportunity to showcase progress to the team and also throughout the Dojo

as needed.

● Towards the end of the Dojo, the team should do a broader demo with the

leadership and other stakeholders to showcase the teams work and

accomplishments in the Dojo

● This experience is designed to bolster team work, engage the team more fully, and

provide insight into more of the app than typically seen by all of the team.

● Leverage the demo lounge and invite other dojo teams (current and past) during

this demo.

● These demos also help future Dojo teams to see the outcome and experience of the

Dojo as delivered by the team directly.

Celebratory Exit

It is important for the team to celebrate this journey, experience and accomplishments

from the Dojo. This helps to solidify and make the experience in the dojo even more ‘sticky’

by recognizing the achievements as a group of what was accomplished.  We recommend

having a celebratory exit for the team when exiting the Dojo, teams typically do a team

lunch, potluck, or team event during the final weeks of the Dojo. Coaches, leadership team

and other key stakeholders are also invited to participate and celebrate with the team.

Leadership participation will reinforce their ongoing support and motivation post Dojo,

when they go back to their non Dojo working environment.
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REMOTE DOJO

Why Remote Dojos?

Distributed teams participating in remote Dojos are inevitable in the current technology

age. All types of organizations from startups to larger enterprise businesses are

distributed across the globe. Software design, development, methodologies and practices

have evolved, enabling teams to be distributed across different locations and time zones.

Video calls, chat systems, distributed editing, and other technologies have helped bridge

the communication gap in these distributed environments.

See our blogs on Dojo’s in the World of Remote Working and Remote Dojo Tech Setup.

● Regardless whether an organization has co-located teams or distributed teams, the

organization needs a strong culture that promotes continuous learning

and improvement.

● A Dojo provides an immersive, distraction-free environment where teams and

individuals can experiment, learn and apply on their real-world product/service.

(Such learning and experimentation aren’t always encouraged in their current

working environment.)

● Remote Dojos are especially helpful for individuals who may not be able to travel or

who have special needs work environments.

● An organization’s transformation goal should be the driver for the success of a

Dojo, whether it be in-person or remote.

See our Remote Dojo Playbook
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HYBRID DOJO

Why Hybrid Dojos?

Content WIP
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METRICS, MEASURE & SUCCESS

The primary goal of the Dojo is to foster a culture of continuous learning and improvement

that helps in creating more high performing teams and enable them to deliver customer

value faster and safer. Based on our experience in creating, executing and scaling Dojos, we

believe the primary goal of metrics for the Dojo should be:

● To provide insight on the teams (active and completed their Dojo journey) and how

are they improving on delivery

● Showcase the impact of the Dojo as a whole (program/initiative)

In general, we recommend to follow a lean approach for the metrics, use a few key metrics

instead of a bunch of complex metrics which are hard to reconcile and make it actionable.

We categorize the metrics into 2 broad categories

1. Team Metrics

2. Organizational Reach (Dojo initiative)
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Team Metrics

Team metrics will help provide insight on how the team is improving on their delivery, to

assess delivery we follow 4 key metrics in alignment with the industry experts. The key

behind measuring these metrics is it should be derived from their delivery pipeline and

toolchain automatically to make it truly objective and not subjective.

Team metrics should be easy to produce and readily available to the entire team,

leadership and other stakeholders.  Organizations can leverage dashboarding tools like

Grafana, ELK stack, Hygieia, etc. to create these metrics & dashboards and make them

available to the entire organization.

Here are the 4 key metrics we recommend:

1. Lead Time

It is the amount of time from a customer request to the request being satisfied. It is a

good high level indicator but harder to define with data. As a starting point you can

measure this as a mean time from code commit to production (on a master branch)

To calculate the true lead time, you need to trace a flow across multiple events or

documents to calculate the start and end times

● Ticket: Lead time starts when a ticket (story/task) is created or when work on

the ticket begins (transition of ticket status)

● Source: The issue must be linked to the source repository. That can be done via

comments in commits/pull requests, branch names or links created between Jira

and Bitbucket

● Build Pipeline: The build job is linked by the source repository and produces an

artifact with a version.

● Deploy Pipeline: Is linked by the artifact name and version. When the deploy is

successful and target is production that is the end of lead time.

2. Deployment frequency

Frequency of deployment to production (includes all prod deployments), for additional

visibility, measure frequency of deployment to at least 2 lower environments — Dev &

Pre-Prod
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3. MTTR Pipeline (Mean Time to Repair)

The mean interval of time between the start of a failed pipeline execution and the start

of a successful pipeline execution. This number should be low as it is a measure of a

team's ability to "stop the line" when a build fails and swarm on resolving it.

This should be reported for master branch only.

4. Feedback Time

The mean amount of time from commit to failure of a pipeline execution.

This provides insight to how quickly a team can identify failures in an automated

manner. This should be reported for master branch only.

Measuring Team Metrics in a Dojo

● Take a baseline of the team metrics before the team enters the Dojo or on day 1 on

the Dojo

● While in the Dojo, display the team’s dashboard with the key metrics on a

screen/monitor

● As the team improves on the metrics while learning and improving in the

Dojo, celebrate!

● At the end of the Dojo, take a snapshot of the metric and highlight improvements

during demo and leadership readout
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Organizational Reach

The next set of metrics we recommend is around the Dojo initiative/program to get an

insight into organizational reach. The purpose of these metrics is to provide insights into

the success and impacts of the Dojo as an initiative.

Here are some metrics to consider:

Net Promoter Score (NPS)

Create a NPS survey and have all dojo participants to participate at the end of their dojo

experience. Along with regular feedback and retros in the Dojo NPS data provide insights

into the overall impact of the Dojo.

Example of NPS:
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State of Dojo

At the end of every Dojo experience (mostly Product team Dojos), the Dojo Coaches

should provide a write up (1 pager) to summarize the team’s journey, accomplishments,

lesson learned and next steps.  They can provide the write up by answering the

following questions.

● What went well for the team, what were they able to accomplish, specially team’s

outcomes (OKRs)  — Success, Partial and Needs Improvement

● What does the team need to work on?

● What are the next steps for the team that includes  improvement backlog, coaches

check-in and future Dojo visits?

Frequent Team Survey

Frequent surveys at a team level will help provide insights into teams adoption of new

ways of working and modern engineering practices. It should also provide symptoms in

areas that the team needs some immediate help.

Examples of Team Survey:
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Rolled up Team Metrics

In addition to NPS and surveys you can roll up team metrics and summarize on a value

stream, business unit and organizational level. When doing a roll up make sure there is a

drill down capabilities to get to a specific team and area that would need immediate

attention and most help. Dashboarding tools should by default have drill

down capabilities.

Additional Metrics

Some organizations prefer to collect metrics like:

● # of Dojos executed successfully

● # of participants been through the Dojo

These metrics are easy to collect and can show the volume of the Dojo execution and scale

of the Dojo as an initiative/program but not necessarily show the impact of Dojo or provide

any actionable data to the leaders and stakeholders.
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Common Mistakes with Metrics

Metrics and measurements are definitely valuable to the team and organizations but only

when it is done right. Here are some common mistakes that are made when capturing

metrics and driving the organization towards continuous learning and improvement

using metrics.

● Driving improvement to the metrics should not be an outcome of the Dojo, rather

as teams work and deliver on their outcomes you should see an improvement on

their delivery.

● Metrics should be treated as a tool to find areas of improvement and opportunities

and metrics by itself does not help with the improvement.

● Different metrics for different people and levels, avoid having separate metrics for

executives, program/project, managers and teams.

● Metrics should not be used to measure individual performance or point finger

rather it should be helping team to improve on their delivery

● Avoid vanity metrics that do not provide any value or provide actionable insights,

they often create noise and confusion.

● Too many metrics and reports are not helpful, with a lot of metrics and reports

there will be a lack of clarity and focal point, in addition you would have a lot of

overhead in collecting and presenting them.

● Metrics and dashboard is not open for all, avoid a secret team to create and

maintain reports. Product teams should have the autonomy to create their own

dashboards and report based on a common guideline.
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Factors for Success

The ultimate success of the Dojo is when enterprises start realizing long term benefits with

this culture of continuous learning and improvement as teams become high performing

and productive in delivering value to customers. We strongly believe that the following

factors will greatly help the Dojo as an initiative to be successful.

1. Leadership Support

Leaders are essential in evolving the culture, practices and technology improvements

within their organization. Dojo is a vehicle to drive change to culture, ways of working

and bring engineering excellence. Leadership support is critical for the success of the

Dojo. They need to show their support by empowering and rewarding their teams for

working in new and improved ways. Leaders should shift to a servant-leader model and

be ready to embrace and support organizational change.

2. Platform (Shared Services) Support

Platform team’s vision and roadmap should be closely aligned to the Dojo. Coaches and

engineers from platform teams should pair before and during the Dojo (specially for

new capabilities). Platforms can obtain early and fast feedback from Dojo as they can

be early adopters of new features & capabilities. In addition platforms would need to

be evolved along with the Dojo and sometimes a step before the Dojo and move

towards a more modern and self-service platform in order to support modern

engineering practices and rapid delivery.

3. Post Dojo Support & Continuous Improvement

After teams  exit the Dojo, they will need ongoing support from the Dojo team on new

changes to existing capabilities and guidelines. For Dojos focused on changing and

evolving practices and technologies we recommend having a squad of coaches and

engineers from the platform teams dedicated to provide Dojo support. Coaches should

also do frequent check-ins with the team to make sure are improving and identify any

new challenges they may have discovered.
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After a team exits the Dojo and they are back into their regular working environment,

they should continue,

● To apply newly learned skills & ways of working in their everyday work

● To solve more challenges using dojo model

● To influence and inspire others and bring them along

4. Skilled Coaches

Coaches make or break a dojo experience. Every Dojo demands unique expertise based

on the product and technical challenge being solved. Dojo coaching staff and other

external experts should be assigned to the Dojo based on the team's needs.

In order to give a successful Dojo experience for a team, we recommend

● Dojo coaching squads to be formed and aligned based on findings from the Dojo

Discovery phase that is done for a value stream or business unit level.

● Pairing Dojo coaches for each Dojo experience and being assigned to a team

based on the team’s outcomes and goals identified during Charter as part of

Dojo intake phase.

● Coaches should have opportunities to continuously learn and improve based on

their Dojo experiences.

● The biggest learning and uplift for coaches is to ensure they rotate as engineers

to actual platform and product teams on a regular cadence

Refer to the Hiring & Staffing part of the playbook for more information.

5. Dojo as a Product

We believe every team is a product team including those who provide services and

support. So the Dojo coaches team should operate like a product team and the Dojo

should be treated as a product that will be owned by coaches. Coaches would need to

build, learn and add more capabilities to the Dojo product. When coaches are not in

Dojo, they should be building/improving their Dojo product.

Another important aspect of treating Dojo as a product is marketing the Dojo and

making the entire organization aware of the Dojo offering, benefits and

success stories.
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What does it mean to treat Dojo as a product?

● Create a brand for your Dojos with logos, stickers and other swag

● Coaches need to own Dojo execution playbook creation and maintenance.

○ You man choose to build your playbooks on git using some

documentation framework/libraries

○ Playbook are helpful to bring common guideline & reference for the Dojo

and help the coaches to provide consistent and successful

Dojo experiences

● Create a solid pipeline for Dojo intake, communication, this would include

automating tool access, platform provisioning, etc.

● A sandbox or demo app would be help to showcase features and capabilities of

the platform and also act as a reference application

● Identify opportunities to design and build your own custom frameworks to help

bootstrap learning for the teams.

● Creating self learning models and scoring systems (git badges, etc) will help in

scaling and sustaining Dojos

6. InnerSourcing

InnerSourcing in a culture to embrace practices and benefits of open sources tools &

frameworks and apply within the organization. Innersourcing will help sustain and

improve knowledge sharing and collaboration across teams. Innersourcing improves

efficiency across the organization and reduces duplicate development efforts and

promotes reusability across the enterprise.

Innersourcing is very broad and has a ton of benefits, we have a detailed playbook to

implement Inner sourcing practices and embrace a culture of sharing.
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APPENDIX

Additional Section include

● Liatrio’s Sample Proposal for Dojo Engagement

● Quotes from Dojo Participants

● References
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LIATRIO SAMPLE PROPOSAL

[Company] has been successful in getting started with their Dojo journey started.

[Company] has also embarked on a journey to automate their infrastructure using modern

platform engineering practices including infrastructure as code, immutable infrastructure,

service auto scaling and self-service automation.

Liatrio was requested to provide a proposal to help out with the following:

● Dojo Assessment, Strategy & Scaling for 2020

To achieve the above, the following are three proposals broken out as:

● Proposal 1: Dojo Assessment & Strategy

● Proposal 2: Dojo Scaling
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Proposal 1: Dojo Assessment & Strategy:

● Kick-off the assessment with a in-depth Leadership dojo to enable the larger

[Company] leadership team to have a detailed understanding of setting up dojo’s,

what the challenges that can be solved via dojos and what the leadership team

needs to do long term to support the scaling and sustainability of dojos

○ This will be a 2-day event led by dojo experts built on the current baseline

at [Company] and the analysis on the successes achieved and areas that

need further reinforcement

● Observe dojos in-flight to assess current coaching formats, capabilities and skill

sets along with the dojo bound teams challenges & needs.

● As a part of this exercise Liatrio will also provide an in-depth assessment of the

dojos successfully completed so far and will provide a strategy for the next

iteration of dojo’s that can be undertaken by [Company]

● Deliver comprehensive playbook for Job Families, Coaching Job Descriptions and

Staffing strategies for [Company]

Staffing (2.5)

● Delivery Principal — Executive/Leadership partnership and engagement delivery
accountability

● Partner Engineer — Technical Expert accountable for Technical discovery,
Assessment and strategy

● Engineer/Coach — Provide in-depth technical analysis and expertise in
assessment & discovery

Proposal 1: Dojo Assessment & Strategy — Total Costs

Breakdown2 Amounts

Professional Services — Dojo  Assessment &
Strategy (4-6 Weeks)

$ xxxxxx

Total $ xxxxxx

2 Please note that these costs do not include any travel or boots on the ground expenses. All T&E will be billed to the
client at actuals and will not exceed 10% of the total SOW costs
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Proposal 2: Dojo Scaling

This phase will need to be flushed out in-detail as Dojo strategy gets refined. The high-level

activities in this phase are:

● Provide 2 Liatrio coaches long term to run parallel dojo’s in assurant and rapidly get

teams to be successful on their goals

● Identify a team of champions inside [Company] and upskill them to take on running

the dojo full time

● Identify the needs of the development/delivery teams and help [Company] come up

with strategic and tactical initiatives outside of the dojo to focus on making the

development/delivery teams successful

● Make [Company] self-reliant in-terms of having the skill sets to handle the various

types of teams coming into the dojos in-terms of technologies and also handling

multiple dojo executions in parallel

● Collaborate with dojo leadership team to execute on the playbook from strategy on

staffing the dojos with the right coaches into the new job families that will be

created for long term dojo sustenance

Dojo Execution Methodology

Liatrio recommends the following methodology to successfully execute dojos at scale.

Note: If a proven model exists, Liatrio will tweak the below as per need. This is built into the

day-day work the coaches will perform for [Company].
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Methodology Steps Details

Chartering Chartering is a conversation that dojo coaches lead with a product

team to determine what the team is capable of, what skills and roles

are present, and then identifying the business, product, and

technology objectives the team desires to pursue. This is a product

team + dojo coaches 3-4 hr in-person / potentially in the product

team space with whiteboarding and charting to go over their current

delivery / future needs in-depth to help the coaches formulate a

game-plan for the actual dojo.

The chartering process concludes with a hand-shake between the

dojo and product team, kicking off a tailored version of the

dojo experience.

Dojo Prep / Planning This is a quick regroup post Chartering to game-plan what the dojo

execution for the product team looks like, formulate bringing in any

resources needed for any technology upskill sessions and put a

comprehensive sprint by sprint / entire dojo outcome. This normally

occurs very organically as there is normally a gap between

Chartering and actual dojo start.

Dojo Execution In-person, immersive dojo experience with coaches embedded inside

the product teams and working on upskilling and reimaging work

while executing on the product backlog.

Post Dojo

Follow-up/Monitoring

This activity is tailored differently based on the dojo structure.

Liatrio believes that coaches should check-in with teams both

actively—In-Person and Passively—Chat rooms, code commits story/

BDD details post-dojo execution for a few months and provide

consultation to make sure the dojo learnings are being adhered to.

This also provides a way for dojo coaches to recommend teams to

come back to the dojo if there are gaps or if there are new challenges

being faced by the teams.

Staffing

● Delivery Principal — Dojo Co-Leadership & Delivery Accountability
● X Dojo Coaches — Help with scaling of dojos
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Proposal 2: Dojo Scaling — Total Costs

Breakdown3 Amounts

Professional Services — Dojo Scaling (x Weeks) $ xxxxxx

Total $ xxxxxx

Dojo Proposal and Recommended Timeline

Perform a Dojo Enablement in four phases; Assessment, Setup, Execution, and Executive

Review. In order to facilitate long term benefits the first two Dojos should be sequential,

then scale up to parallel experiences after a thorough executive review.

Weeks

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Initial Assessment

Dojo Prep

Dojo Iteration 1 Dojo Iteration 2 ER

⟵ Iterate and continuously improve ⟶

3 Please note that these costs do not include any travel or boots on the ground expenses. All T&E will be billed to the
client at actuals and will not exceed 10% of the total SOW costs
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QUOTES FROM DOJO PARTICIPANTS

This excites and motivates me to come to work

(in person) everyday, I haven't felt this way for a

long time.

— Developer

Liatrio engineers and coaches inspire me to

come to work everyday in-spite of longer

commutes, you all have so much energy even

at 6PM. And also, encouraging me to turn on

videos while on meetings.

— DevOps Program Manager

All of this is new and really fun and exciting. We are

working together to write new code, troubleshoot, build

& deploy.  I'm glad to be part of this whole

DOJO experience.

— Lead Developer

This is very productive. I can see things moving from idea

to complete more clearly and faster. The team is working

more together than before.

— Product Owner
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ABOUT LIATRIO

Author
Bjorn Edwin joined Liatrio as a DevOps Consultant. Since joining

Liatrio, he has been one of the leaders at our client to accelerate

their software delivery focusing on uplifting executives,

managers and teams and help them transform culture, process

and tools to enable DevOps way of working. He leads all of our

Dojo design & delivery across all clients, providing a unique

experience for people at various levels.

We Help Your Business Deliver Faster And Safer
Liatrio guides complex organizations through their digital transformation

journey, enabling them to deliver value faster and safer with Enterprise

DevOps and Cloud Native delivery.

Enterprise
DevOps
Transformation

Cloud Native
Delivery

Accelerate business results and scale
your organization with a lean,
value-driven approach to software
delivery and IT operations.

Empower your teams to build scalable
apps in dynamic environments and
make high-impact changes frequently
and predictably with little toil.

Modern Platform
Engineering

DevSecOps

Reliable applications are built on
modern self-service platforms that
reduce engineering friction.

Speed of delivery while always staying
safe and secure in an automated way.
Remove untimely, manual, last gate
siloed approvals and validations.
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